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Fetuilelagi Owens

Fetuilelagi Owens is a player character played by Biesecker.

Fetuilelagi Owens

Species & Gender: Male Nepleslian
Date of Birth: 8日 4月 YE 18
Organization: Nepleslian Star Navy
Occupation: Fighter Pilot

Rank: Lieutenant
Current Placement: Aquila Flight

Physical Description

Fetu is pretty average in size and build, at 5'10“ and reasonably fit, but not overly muscular. He has
darkly-tanned skin and short, curly black hair. He has a wideset, round face with a broad nose and
expressive brown eyes. His body is covered with many different tattoos, most of which are simply
stylistic, tribal designs that don't clearly depict anything. His voice is a soothing baritone.

Personality
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Fetu is ever calm, keeping his cool even in the most dire of situations. He has never been known to raise
his voice, and always speaks in clear and precise diction. While this attitude is obviously useful in most
professional situations, his laid-back demeanor extends to a certain bit of laziness and even a lack of due
concern. Without a firm hand to keep him on track, he might only do the bare minimum of work required.

Perhaps strangely for his chilled-out nature, Fetu is eager to throw himself into the middle of danger. As a
fighter pilot, he likes to engage the enemy directly to draw their attention away from allies with
seemingly little regard for his own well-being.

An acquaintance to all but close friend to none, Fetu doesn't go out of his way to socialize. He'll gladly
share a drink and story over a card game, but true intimacy of any kind is unknown to him. It may take a
persistent person to work their way to becoming truly close to him.

History

Fetuilelagi Owens was born in the massive urban sprawl of Funky City, the son of a tattoo artist and a
street entertainer. Though the family was poor, Fetu grew up learning how to take care of himself without
the need for much money. Though shying away from violence, the boy was not above begging, theft, or
performing shady oddjobs to get by. Inevitably, this life made him several enemies in the streets and
brought danger to his loved ones. This came to a head when his oldest friend and partner in crime was
murdered and left on display by a rival gang as a warning.

Using all the dirty money he had saved and what help his parents could provide, Fetu signed up to join
the Nepleslian Star Navy as a cadet. Through a, for him, rare sense of determination and persistence, he
quickly distinguished himself as a fighter pilot and earned the callsign “Northwind” for his coolness under
pressure and skill flying in an atmosphere. Upon graduation, he was assigned to Aquila Flight.

Skills Learned

Communication : Fetu speaks Trade as a first and only language. He is trained in all forms of
Nepleslian military communications, including radio and light signals. He can also ably write out
after-action reports, though his laziness makes them rushed and lacking in detail.
Fighting : A life on the streets of Funky City has given Fetu the experience needed to defend
himself, and military training has sharpened that knowledge to an edge. While only an average
shot outside of the cockpit, he has a strong survival instinct and excellent reflexes, as well as the
willingness to kill when necessary.
Survival: He has been trained in how to survive and stay hidden in the wilderness, in case of a
bailout over undeveloped territory.
Strategy (Tactics/discipline): Fetu understands how to follow orders and the shorthand often used
in issuing them, as well as how to give orders when the need arises. He can evaluate a hostile
situation in the moment and adjust his actions accordingly.
Starship Operations: Fetu is an excellent fighter pilot, specializing in atmospheric dogfighting and
interception of enemy craft and he has a remarkable ability to endure the high-g strains of the
maneuvers involved.
Rogue: Fetu, as a lifelong “Streeter,” has knowledge and skill related to getting by in crime-ridden
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urban environments like his home. He can sneak, steal, pick locks, and has an understanding of
gang organization and operations.
Art and Vocations: Fetu's body has been a canvas for his father's tattoo artistry. Over the years at
home, Fetu has learned the art himself. He can draw well on paper and create designs himself or
by instruction, and then transfer such designs onto skin with the proper equipment.

Social Connections

Fetuilelagi Owens is connected to:

Rangi Owens (Father, tattoo artist)
Bethany Wilson (Mother, musician)

Inventory & Finance

Fetuilelagi Owens has the following:

Nepleslian Star Navy Standard Issue

Fetuilelagi Owens currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by biesecker on 07, 23 2018 at 18:52 using the Character Template Form.

In the case biesecker becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Fetuilelagi Owens
Character Owner Biesecker
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Nepleslian Personnel Database System
Career Status Active Duty
Branch NSN
Rank Lieutenant (NSN)
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